BB80
micro-bass
Designed and manufactured in England

Installation guidelines for the Kraken Acoustics BB80: a superior lightweight, high-power bass speaker
Specification:
Fully sealed / waterproof design.
Sealed to IP 65
Gold plated terminals throughout
Dimensions: length 305 mm
Diameter 125 mm
Weight 2.2 kg
Impedance 4 Ohms

The Kraken BB80 is a small-footprint bass
speaker, characterised by perfect balance, true
omni-directional behaviour and extremely smooth
roll-off at the lowest frequencies.
It is NOT a "sub-bass".
Utilising state-of-the-art carbon fibre components,
the piston system is extremely robust and resistant
to impact.
Sealed design ensures "musicality" compared to
reflex designs. Lower octaves of music are
beautifully reproduced.

Main application areas are supporting flat panel
installations; under-ceiling where vibration needs
to be minimal; Education and training
environments; Restaurants / bars where aesthetics
are essential and domestic environments where
“hide-ability” is important.
BB80s can be arrayed for greater SPL:
Due to the small diameter of the drivers, very little
directionality occurs:
Horizontal array:
Max spacing between centres 250mm
250mm

Power handling RMS 50W
The information provided is for guidance only and
users should satisfy themselves as to the suitability
of the product for the intended application.
Installation and use are outside of the control of
Kraken Acoustics Ltd and no liability can be accepted
for damage or consequential loss caused during
installation and/or operation.

Axial array:
Max spacing between units 150mm
150mm

BB80
micro-bass
Designed and manufactured in England

Power Handling: 50W rms
The Kraken Acoustics BB80:
lightweight, high-power
bass speaker.
Utilising aerospace specification
carbon fibre components, the BB80
is the perfect solution for bass
enhancement in any installation
Originally designed to compliment
Flat-Panel speaker installations,
where low-frequency performance
is limited, the BB80 is small enough
to hide, but powerful enough to
bring the music to life.
Fully sealed and perfectly balanced,
the BB80 reproduces the bottom
octaves beautifully!

Dimensions: length 305 mm
LIGHTWEIGHT
With an integrated housing supporting the motors
and pistons, the BB80 benefits from having no
traditional chassis.
PERFECT BALANCE
Horizontally opposed carbon fibre pistons ensure
there is no vibration, even when the BB80 is
running at high SPL. This means the BB80 can be
mounted on ceilings or walls, with no likelihood
of shake or rattle from the speaker housing / wall
or ceiling material interface.

Diameter 125 mm

Weight: 2.2 kg

SEALED TO IP65
Due to its unique modular and sealed design, the
BB80 can be used in hostile environments.
INSTALLER FRIENDLY
It's unique mounting bracket can be used for either
wall, ceiling or floor mounting. Provision is made
for installation on a BS5733 square socket box,
alternative key slot mountings are also built in.
Supplied complete with a range of fixings, together
with a 10 mm spanner uniquely incorporating a
mounting template. A safety bond to comply with
installation regulations is also included.
The concept of the BB80 speaker came from the
aerospace industry, where ultra-lightweight
advanced materials are used to guarantee the
strength and performance of Kraken designs
and include Neodynium Iron Boron magnets and
aerospace quality carbon fibre pistons.

The information provided is for guidance only and users should satisfy themselves as to the suitability of the product for the intended application.
Installation and use are outside of the control of Kraken Acoustics Ltd and no liability can be accepted for damage or consequential loss caused during installation and/or operation.

